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Abstract

For building the document-context LMs or the CCLMs, adequate document-level text datasets or conversation-level text
datasets are essential. However, it is hard to collect sufficient
conversation-level text datasets for the CCLMs since they need
to manually transcribe conversational speech datasets, while
document-level text datasets can be collected from public text
resources such as the Web. Therefore, it is difficult to optimize
the CCLMs from the limited datasets so as to fully leverage the
long-range interactive contexts.
In order to help to efficiently capture the long-range interactive contexts, our key idea is to leverage the spoken language
understanding (SLU) models [11–13] used in spoken dialogue
systems for improving the CCLMs. In the spoken dialogue systems, the SLU models help to generate response texts by properly understanding the semantic meaning of the input texts over
multiple turns. In fact, roles of the CCLMs in ASR are similar to those in generating the response texts in the spoken dialogue systems. Therefore, we can expect that the SLU models
will also help to improve the CCLMs. Furthermore, recent SLU
models are composed of neural networks, so it can be expected
that CCLMs based on neural networks will be compatible with
neural SLU models [14–18].
In this paper, we propose SLU-assisted CCLMs that integrate CCLMs with multiple SLU models. The SLU-assisted
CCLMs are fully formed from neural networks in which hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder based language modeling
[19–22] is combined with multiple neural SLU models in a continuous space (see Section 3). In the work reported in this paper, we leveraged multiple spoken utterance classification models [16–18], i.e., dialogue act, topic type, and question type classification models, for improving the CCLMs. This makes it possible to naturally utilize the utterance-level semantic meaning of
preceding interactive contexts in CCLMs.
SLU-assisted CCLMs are related to the joint modeling of
a slot filling and RNN-based LM, in which word-by-word semantic parsing results are utilized for estimating the next word
within an utterance [23]. On the other hand, SLU-assisted
CCLMs utilize utterance-level SLU results of all preceding utterances for estimating the next utterance. In addition, the proposed method is closely related to neural conversation models
using SLU results, which were developed for generating the response text in the spoken dialogue systems [24, 25]. To the best
of our knowledge, this paper is the first study that leverages
SLU models for improving multi-turn conversational ASR.
In our experiments on Japanese contact center dialogue
datasets, we introduce three types of spoken utterance classification models: dialogue act classification, topic type classification, and question type classification, each of which was developed for spoken dialogue systems [26–28]. We demonstrate
that combining multiple SLU models with CCLMs is effective
in improving multi-turn conversational ASR tasks.

In this paper, we integrate fully neural network based
conversation-context language models (CCLMs) that are suitable for handling multi-turn conversational automatic speech
recognition (ASR) tasks, with multiple neural spoken language
understanding (SLU) models. A main strength of CCLMs is
their capacity to take long-range interactive contexts beyond utterance boundaries into consideration. However, it is hard to
optimize the CCLMs so as to fully exploit the long-range interactive contexts because conversation-level training datasets are
often limited. In order to mitigate this problem, our key idea
is to introduce various SLU models that are developed for spoken dialogue systems into the CCLMs. In our proposed method
(which we call “SLU-assisted CCLM”), hierarchical recurrent
encoder-decoder based language modeling is extended so as to
handle various utterance-level SLU results of preceding utterances in a continuous space. We expect that the SLU models
will help the CCLMs to properly understand semantic meanings
of long-range interactive contexts and to fully leverage them for
estimating a next utterance. Our experiments on contact center dialogue ASR tasks demonstrate that SLU-assisted CCLMs
combined with three types of SLU models can yield ASR performance improvements.
Index Terms: multi-turn conversational automatic speech
recognition, conversation-context language models, spoken language understanding, hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder

1. Introduction
Language models (LMs), which compute generative probabilities of word sequences, are assuming a key role in automatic
speech recognition (ASR). In traditional ASR systems, LMs are
essential as well as acoustic models and pronunciation models [1]. In addition, in end-to-end ASR systems, LMs are effective in improving ASR performance even though the end-to-end
ASR systems partly possess the ability of the LMs [2, 3].
It is known that LMs play especially an important role
in transcribing long-duration speech tasks rather than shortduration speech tasks. So far, a lot of studies have tried to capture long-range linguistic context information [4–9]. While traditional n-gram LMs consider only a few words as context information [10], LMs based on recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
including long short-term memory RNNs (LSTM-RNNs) can
take account of longer linguistic contexts within an utterance
[4, 5]. In addition, large-context LMs including documentcontext LMs and conversation-context LMs (CCLMs), which
can capture long-range linguistic contexts beyond utterances
boundaries, are suitable for handing multi-turn conversational
ASR tasks (e.g., contact center dialogues, service center dialogues, meetings, etc.) [6–9].
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where Decoder() is the function of the decoder that is represented as an auto-regressive generative model.
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This section details spoken language understanding (SLU)assisted CCLMs. The proposed method involves integrating
multiple neural SLU models into CCLMs. In the SLU-assisted
CCLMs using M types of SLU models, the generative probability of a conversation W is defined by
P (W; Θ, Φ(1) , · · · , Φ(M ) )

Figure 1: Network structure of CCLM.
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This section describes conversation-context LMs (CCLMs)
based on a hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder [9, 19–21].
The CCLM estimates the generative probability of a word in a
target utterance from all preceding utterances and all preceding
words in the target utterance. A conversation composed of a
sequence of utterances is defined as W = {W 1 , · · · , W T }
where T represents the number of utterances in the conversation. The t-th utterance is represented as the word sequence
t
t
represents the number of
W t = {w1t , · · · , wN
t } where N
words in the t-th utterance. The CCLMs define the generative
probability of a conversation W as
T
Y

t
P (wnt |w1t , · · · , wn−1
,

(5)

; Θ, Φ(1) , · · · , Φ(M ) ),

3.1. Spoken Language Understanding Models
In this paper, we use spoken utterance classification models as
the SLU models. The spoken utterance classification assumes
the role of determining utterance-level semantic label l ∈ L
from given utterance W = {w1 , · · · , wN } where L represents
the label set. The spoken utterance classification model defines
a conditional probability for each label given utterance, denoted
as P (l|W ; Φ), where Φ = {φenc , φcls } is the model parameter set. In neural spoken utterance classification models, the
conditional probabilities are modeled by neural networks in an
end-to-end manner. The models comprise an SLU encoder and
an SLU classifier. The SLU encoder converts utterance-level semantic information into a continuous representation as is done
in the hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder models. A continuous representation that embeds W is defined as

P (W t |W 1 , · · · , W t−1 ; Θ)

Nt
T Y
Y

t−1

where Φ(m) is the model parameter set for the m-th SLU
model.

t=1

=

t
P (wnt |w1t , · · · , wn−1
,

t=1 n=1

2. Conversation-Context LMs

P (W; Θ) =

Nt
T Y
Y

(1)

t=1 n=1

W 1 , · · · , W t−1 ; Θ)
where Θ = {θ enc , θ henc , θ dec } represents the model parameters. A CCLM based on a hierarchical recurrent encoderdecoder is composed of an encoder, a hierarchical encoder, and
a decoder. Figure 1 shows the network structure of the CCLM.
In the encoder, utterance-level information in preceding contexts is converted into a continuous representation. The continuous representation that embeds W t−1 is defined as

where SluEncoder() is the function of the SLU encoder. In the
SLU classifier, conditional probabilities of the utterance-level
semantic labels are computed by

U t−1 = Encoder(W t−1 ; θ enc ),

where SluClassifier() is the function of the SLU classifier
that includes a softmax layer.

Z = SluEncoder(W ; φenc ),

P (l|W ; Φ) = SluClassifier(Z; φcls ),

(2)

where Encoder() is the function of the encoder that is modeled
using word-level LSTM-RNNs. Additionally, in the hierarchical encoder, continuous representations of all preceding utterances are converted into a continuous representation. The continuous representation that summarizes all preceding utterances
from W 1 to W t−1 is defined as
C t = HierarchicalEncoder(U 1 , · · · , U t−1 ; θ henc )
= HierarchicalEncoder(C t−1 , U t−1 ; θ henc ),

(7)

3.2. Integrated Network Structure
In SLU-assisted CCLMs, we utilize M types of SLU models for
extracting utterance-level semantic vector representations from
each preceding utterance. The parameter set of the m-th SLU
cls
model is defined as Φ(m) = {φenc
(m) , φ(m) }. In order to effectively capture semantic meaning of preceding utterances, we
examined two semantic vector representations: a hidden vector representation and a posteriorgram representation. Figure 2
shows the network structure of SLU-assisted CCLMs with the
hidden vector representations, and Figure 3 shows that with the
posteriorgram representations.
The hidden vector representation utilizes a hidden vector
that can be extracted from individual SLU encoders since they
embed semantic information effective in addressing SLU problems. The hidden vector representation for the t−1-th utterance,
denoted V t−1 , is defined as

(3)

where HierarchicalEncoder() is the function of the hierarchical encoder that is modeled using utterance-level LSTMRNNs. The decoder estimates the generative probability of a
word using the continuous representation that embeds all preceding utterances and preceding words in the target utterance.
The generative probability of wnt is defined as
t
P (wnt |w1t , · · · , wn−1
, W 1 , · · · , W t−1 ; Θ)
t
= Decoder(w1t , · · · , wn−1
, C t ; θ dec ),

(6)

(4)

t−1
t−1 >
V t−1 = [U t−1 , Z(1)
, · · · , Z(M
)] ,
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Table 2: Datasets for training SLU models.
Type
Data # of utterance # of words
Dialogue act (DA)
Train
201,092
1,665,476
Valid
4,190
34,345
Topic type (TT)
Train
40,350
627,418
Valid
4,036
63,673
Question type (QT) Train
55,328
556,755
Valid
4,257
42,698

…

SLU Encoder

Encoder
Encoder

SLU Encoder

Table 1: Contact center dialogue datasets.
# of dialogues # of utterances # of words
2,545
309,401
3,318,235
45
6,492
48,511
46
6,796
50,116

SLU Encoder

Figure 2: Network structure of SLU-assisted CCLM with hidden
vector representations.
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The model parameter sets of SLU-assisted LMs are optimized
in two steps. In the first step, M types of utterance-level training
datasets {S(1) , · · · , S(M ) } are used for optimizing parameter
sets {Φ(1) , · · · , Φ(M ) }, where the m-th utterance-level dataset
is composed as S(m) = {(W1 , l1 ), · · · , (WI(m) , lI(m) )}.
In the second step, conversation-level training datasets D =
{W1 , · · · , WJ } are used for training parameter sets Θ. In the
first step, the m-th parameter set Φ(m) is optimized by
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…
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Encoder
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Φ̂(m) = argmin −

Figure 3: Network structure SLU-assisted CCLM with posteriorgram representations.
U t−1 = Encoder(W t−1 ; θ enc ),
= SluEncoder(W t−1 ; φenc
(m) ),

t−1
Z(m)

Φ(m)

t−1
where Z(m)
is the hidden vector in the m-th SLU model.

Θ̂ = argmin −
Θ

On the other hand, the posteriorgram representation utilizes
posterior probabilities extracted from individual SLU classifiers
since the posterior probabilities explicitly include estimated semantic label information. The posteriorgram representation of
the t − 1-th utterance is defined as
(11)

t−1
t−1
O(m)
= SluClassifier(Z(m)
; φcls
(m) ),

(12)

= HierarchicalEncoder(C t−1 , V t−1 ; θ henc ).

J
X

log P (Wj ; Θ, Φ̂(1) , · · · , Φ̂(M ) ). (16)

j=1

4. Experiments
In our experiments, home-made Japanese contact center dialogue datasets [9], which include several topics (“finance”, “internet provider”, “local government”, etc.), were prepared for
constructing LMs and evaluating ASR performance. One dialogue means one telephone call between one operator and one
customer. We manually transcribed conversational speech exchanges and divided them into a training set, a validation set and
a test set. Note that any SLU labels were not annotated to the
manual transcriptions. In the training set, on average one dialogue included about 121 utterances and one utterance included
about 10 words. The vocabulary size of the training set was
25K words. Table 1 shows the details. In addition, home-made
Japanese datasets of three different spoken utterance classification tasks, i.e., dialogue act (DA), topic type (TT), and question type (QT) classification, were prepared for constructing the
SLU models. Each dataset was constructed for developing spoken dialogue systems [27, 28]. Semantic labels in each dataset
were manually annotated. The number of labels was set respectively to 28 for DA (“greeting”, “proposal”, etc.), 168 for TT
(“person”, “movie”, etc.), and 15 for QT (“true/false”, “explanation: method”, etc.). Each dataset was individually divided
into training (Train) and validation (Valid) sets. Table 2 shows
details of the datasets.

(13)

The decoder computes the generative probability of the n-th
word in the t-th utterance as
t
P (wnt |w1t , · · · , wn−1
,

W 1 , · · · , W t−1 ; Θ, Φ(1) , · · · , Φ(M ) )
t
= Decoder(w1t , · · · , wn−1
, C t ; θ dec ),

(15)

In this way, we can freely add various SLU models to improve
the SLU-assisted CCLMs.

t−1
where O(m)
is the posterior probabilities in the m-th SLU
model.
The hierarchical encoder handles either the hidden vector
representations or the posteriorgram representations of all preceding utterances. The continuous representation that summarizes all preceding utterances from W 1 to W t−1 is defined as

C t = HierarchicalEncoder(V 1 , · · · , V t−1 ; θ henc )

log P (li |Wi ; Φ(m) ).

i=1

In the second step, Θ is optimized so as to fully leverage pretrained parameters {Φ̂(1) , · · · , Φ̂(M ) } for estimating the generative probability of words. The optimization is followed by

(9)
(10)

t−1 >
t−1
, · · · , O(M
V t−1 = [U t−1 , O(1)
)] ,

X

(14)

t

where C involves multiple SLU results of all preceding utterances. We can therefore expect that the SLU-assisted CCLMs
efficiently leverage long-range interactive contexts.
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(1).
(2).
(3).
(4).
(5).
(6).
(7).
(8).
(9).
(10).
(11).

Models
HPYLM
LSTMLM
CCLM
SLU-assisted CCLM
SLU-assisted CCLM
SLU-assisted CCLM
SLU-assisted CCLM
SLU-assisted CCLM
SLU-assisted CCLM
SLU-assisted CCLM
SLU-assisted CCLM

Table 3: Experimental results in terms of PPL and WER (%).
Semantic vector representations
Valid
SLU models for preceding utterances
PPL WER (%)
26.97
23.58
20.37
21.68
14.78
20.80
DA
Hidden vector representation
14.38
20.45
TT
Hidden vector representation
13.90
20.42
QT
Hidden vector representation
14.42
20.49
DA, TT, QT Hidden vector representation
13.80
20.20
DA
Posteriorgram representation
14.80
20.52
TT
Posteriorgram representation
14.08
20.62
QT
Posteriorgram representation
14.44
20.59
DA, TT, QT Posteriorgram representation
13.98
20.36

PPL
25.54
19.45
14.17
13.79
13.36
13.74
13.16
14.21
13.47
13.78
13.30

Test
WER (%)
23.37
21.65
20.60
20.36
20.32
20.36
20.12
20.42
20.40
20.50
20.25

for preceding utterances” means which semantic vector representations were extracted using the SLU models. Note that
ground truth SLU labels cannot be utilized for the SLU-assisted
CCLMs since they were not annotated to the dialogue datasets.
Line (1) shows baseline results, i.e., no neural LMs were
used. Results obtained with LSTMLM are shown by line
(2) and those obtained with CCLM are shown by line (3).
They show that the neural network LM, which can take longer
contexts than HPYLM, offers better ASR performance than
HPYLM. They also show that CCLM outperforms LSTMLM.
This indicates that long-range interactive contexts beyond utterance boundaries are effective in improving multi-turn conversational ASR performance. Lines (4)-(7) show the results
obtained by SLU-assisted CCLM using the hidden vector representation and lines (8)-(11) show those obtained by SLUassisted CCLM using the posteriorgram representation. Lines
(4)-(6) and (8)-(10) used a single SLU model, while lines (7)
and (11) simultaneously introduced three SLU models. The results show that each SLU-assisted CCLM improved perplexity
and ASR performance compared to ordinary CCLM. These results confirm that the outputs of SLU models can be improved to
capture the contexts of preceding utterances. Additionally, the
hidden vector representation was superior to the posteriorgram
representation, indicating that the former includes more effective semantic information than the latter. We assume that the latter explicitly involves classification errors of individual spoken
utterance classification tasks. The best ASR performance was
obtained by SLU-assisted CCLM with three types of SLU models. This confirms that it is an effective way to utilize multiple
SLU models for efficiently capturing the contexts of preceding
utterances.

For ASR evaluation, we used a senone-based LSTM-RNN
acoustic model. The acoustic features were 40 dimensional log
mel-filterbank coefficients appended with delta and acceleration
coefficients; the frame size was 20 ms and the frame shift was
10 ms. For acoustic modeling, we stacked 2-layer LSTM-RNNs
with 512 cells, two fully connected layers that had 1,024 hidden units with rectified linear units, and a softmax layer with
3,072 outputs. The speech recognizer was a weighted finite
state transducer (WFST) based decoder [29]. We formed SLU
models for constructing SLU-assisted CCLMs. In our neural
spoken utterance classification models, the encoder was composed from a word embedding layer with 256 units and a 2layer LSTM-RNN with 256 units with a self-attention mechanism [30]. The classifier was formed by combining a sigmoid
layer with 256 units and a softmax layer. In these setups, words
that appeared once or less in the training set were treated as unknown words. The optimization algorithm we used was Adam.
Classification accuracy values for the validation set were respectively 65.7 % for DA, 78.7 % for TT, and 87.2 % for QT.
We constructed the following LMs: HPYLM, LSTMLM,
CCLM, and multiple SLU-assisted CCLMs. HPYLM is a 3gram hierarchical Pitman-Yor LM, which is the baseline ngram LM [31]. HPYLM was introduced in the ASR decoder
by converting the WFST. In addition, we constructed the following neural LMs. LSTMLM is an LSTM-RNN based LM
composed of a word embedding layer with 650 units, a 1-layer
LSTM-RNN with 650 units, and a softmax layer. The CCLM
and the SLU-assisted CCLMs are models detailed in Sections
2 and 3. In these models, the encoders were composed of a
1-layer LSTM-RNN with 650 units, the hierarchical encoders
were composed of a 1-layer LSTM-RNN with 650 units, and
the decoders were composed of a word embedding layer with
650 units, a 1-layer LSTM-RNN with 650 units, and a softmax
layer. To optimize each neural LM, we used mini-batch stochastic gradient descent where the learning rate was altered following the validation loss. In each LSTM-RNN layer, variational
dropout was applied [32]; the dropout rate was set to 0.6. When
using the neural LMs in ASR experiments, 100-best rescoring
was conducted by interpolating HPYLM with each neural LM.
The interpolation weights were optimized using the validation
set.

5. Conclusions
This paper described a method that integrates conversationcontext language models (CCLMs) with multiple spoken language understanding (SLU) models for multi-turn conversational automatic speech recognition (ASR) tasks. One strength
of the method is to efficiently capture semantic meaning of previous interactive contexts for estimating the next utterance as
it can explicitly utilize multiple utterance-level SLU results of
the preceding utterances. Experiments in a contact center dialogue ASR task showed that a CCLM integrated with spoken
utterance classification models yielded ASR performance improvements. In addition, we verified the effectiveness of simultaneously utilizing multiple SLU models. In future work, we
will integrate the CCLMs with not only the spoken utterance
classification models but also slot filling models.

4.1. Results
Experimental results in terms of perplexity (PPL) and word
error rate (WER) are shown in Table 3. In the table, “SLU
models” represents which SLU models were used for the
SLU-assisted CCLMs and “Semantic vector representations
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